Explore Partnerships with CSU on Use of Facilities. Seek to facilitate shared use of facilities (e.g., library, recreation, cultural facilities), including reciprocal arrangements.

Seek Commitment for Public School for NW Residential Areas. Schools as incubators of community. Serious current disadvantage given distance to alternatives, and bussing problems.

Police Station Secure State commitment.

Hospital Secure State commitment.

Public Transport Spatial planning to generally facilitate critical mass for improved public transport. Seek government support to address current inequities which bring serious social disadvantage.

Seek Commitment for Public School for SW Residential Areas.

Open Space and Public Domain in New Areas Continue to review masterplans to ensure appropriate standards for all new development areas.

Improve Public Transport to/from New Release Areas North and South. School access is particularly problematic for young children.
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NOTE:
Awaiting outputs from City Movement Study for detailed locational elements relating to road hierarchy, bicycle paths etc.

Bomen Infrastructure Strategy Implement road and rail infrastructure strategy to optimise competitive position of Bomen as a national logistics hub for major enterprises.

Eastern Industrial Levee Bank Further investigate what appear to be insurmountable commercial and afflux constraints to building the levee. Seek State government support on the management of development in affected lands.

Intermodal Transfer Hub Work with agencies to facilitate an appropriate transport transfer hub. (location to be decided)

Forest Hill Public School Seek support for relocation to a safer more central site.

Strategic Services and Infrastructure: Seek MoUs with service providers aimed at accessing services and communication technology equivalent to metropolitan level services.

Spatial Planning Decisions: Support and address deficiencies in health and education programs in the community (esp youth and seniors). Ensure Spatial Plan decisions are supportive of locally-based groups and support systems aimed at creative solutions strengthening local communities.

Seek Commitment for Public School for NW Residential Areas. Schools as incubators of community. Serious current disadvantage given distance to alternatives, and bussing problems.

Secure State commitment.

Secure State commitment.

Further investigate what appear to be insurmountable commercial and afflux constraints to building the levee. Seek State government support on the management of development in affected lands.

Work with agencies to facilitate an appropriate transport transfer hub. (location to be decided)

Seek support for relocation to a safer more central site.

Seek MoUs with service providers aimed at accessing services and communication technology equivalent to metropolitan level services.

Support and address deficiencies in health and education programs in the community (esp youth and seniors). Ensure Spatial Plan decisions are supportive of locally-based groups and support systems aimed at creative solutions strengthening local communities.